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Spartans, Fresno Meet In ’Turkey D

sle
Vacation Weather

Carpool Continues

Fine, fair traveling weather
for sacationing Spartan.. l espeeted for today, according to
the 1 ailed Press. Warmer temperature I. tili,, furecat, with
degrees
lad.tƒ’ high some i
&striae sesterda. The peal. is
epeLeleil ta hit 67-11.

The Alpha Phi Omega carpool will remain in operation
throughout today, according to
Ron tillpatrick, A Phi 0 president. The carpoul hoard is
located in the entrance of t he
Stadia! I
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Traditional Rivals
To Play at 11 a.m.

Council Cancelled Need Play Ushers
Ushers and ticket takers ate
Student Council will not hold needed for "Shadow a n d Subits regularly scheduled weekly stance," Nov. 30 anti Dec 1 and

interested is remeeting today. it was announced 6-8. Anyone
quested to sign up at the box ofby ASB President Ray Freeman.
fice. Complimentary tickets are
By DICK O’CONNOR
Reason for the cancellation is given for those tehO work three
At full strength for the first time this season, the SJS Spartan the Thanksgiving vacation.
or more nights.
football teem closes out its home football season against the Fresno

es Bond Sets New Record;
Bob Rush Finishes Second;
Fred Green Comes hi Third

June Grads Plan
February Events;
came in last not Fair, risano
Stadium

year’s thriller. at Ratliffe
in Fresno. The Bulldogs won that
one 19-13 with a touchdown in
the final minute.
Coach Bob Bronzan, who will
be at the helm of the Golden
Raiders for the final time at
Spartan Stadium said. We will
have to outscore the Fresno team
to win the game."
National limey bear out
Coach Bronzans ntatement. San
Jose State has given tip a total
of 251 points In eight "tames.
That total is. exceeded hy just
nem other team among the 107
major colleges in the nation.

Rally Leader
Says Outroot
Fresno Fans
an Jose State rooters better be

SOPHS PLAN CONTEST

The Soph Class will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. in Room 53 to
discuss final plans for the "Favorite Partner on a Desert Isle"
contest. The contest will be held
Dec. 10-14 in the Outer Quad.
Money-raising projects were
discussed at the last meeting and
it was decided that future projects will include a cake sale and
rummage sale. It was reported
that the after-game dance was a
huge success with 150 students
attending the dance.

prepared to do some loud yelling

at tomorrow’s football game or
they’ll he drowned out by Fresno
State supporters. Gary Waller.
Rally Committee chairman. announced that Fresno has reveal.
ed plans to send 1500 rooters to
the game.
In addition to their cheering
section, the Fresno team will have.
the backing of their entire band.
They also plan to entertain the
Spartan side of the field at half
time with card stunts.
Waller said that the SJS band
also will be in attendance. and
that our side will have card stunts,

too.

and 29 seconds. 13onsts record %kill
stand as long as the event ig 11111
from the corner of San Carlos and
5th streets,
ee

Bond started even with the favored Mike Yeager and didn’t take

p.m. in Room 39.
Many tentative plans have been
made for February graduates’
aetivftles, but nothing is definite,
according to Dr. Pisano.

Library Holiday

cording to Miss Joyce Backus,
head librarian.
The library will be open Friday from 14 a fl. ill 5 p.m. and
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to :S
p.m., Mimi Backus said.

Cross country star Wes Bond captured the 13th Annual Turley
Trot yesterday in record time from a field of 275 runners, largest ever
to enter the event in Spartan history. Delta Upsilon won both the
Greek Relay and the participation trophies.
Bond, starting from scratch, covered the three miles in IS minutes and 12 seconds. The old record was set by Don Hubbard lest
year over a course that was 70 yards farther than yesterday’s course.
Hubtrard’s record is 13 minutes

"It does not seem fair for the
June graduates to plan the activities of the February graduates,"
said Dr. Rocci G. Pisano, Senior
Class adviser.
Senior activities-for both February and June graduates will be
discussed by the Senior Class at
its meeting next Monday at 3:30

He said that many of these
graduates have paid their activIronically the one team behind ities fees, but have not attended
the Spartans Is Drake, a victim the Class meetings. The June
graduates do not know exactly
(Continued on Page 3/
what the February graduates w a n t, Dr. Pisano said.
Plans for the Senior Banquet. for
the June graduates, are cornpled. Atkibe Day, and-the Senearly
The filirary will -close
ior Ball are new being discussed
today, 5:30 p.m., and will he
by the committees. Many persons
closed all day tomorrovv, due are
working on these, but many
to Thankagiving vacation, acmore are needed.

Salk Registration
Will End Today
Registration for polio vaccinations ends today, according to
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, health officer.
The registration, being conclucted in the Student Affairs Office,
is for the first two in a series of
three Salk vaccine shots. The

shots cost $1 each.
Up to late yesterday afternoon
1072 persons had registered. The
first shots will be given Dec. 3.

Thanksgiving Spirit Flickering
But Its Significance Remains
By BARBARA HARTMAN
’Thanksgiving is under a (loud these years. It used to he that
%tores beglin putting their Christmas wares on display and decorating their *holm the tIa after Thanksgiving, but in recent years
they’se moved C" Day up to a month before Thanksgiving.
VVe wonder if all this ilimplay of commerciallam puts ti little
damper on the day we are supposed to devote to giving thanks. Or
in it that, with all those wonderful displays, we realize we have an
much to he thankful for? Or, perhark, we thank God that we still
11854. a month until Chrintmaa. with its accompanying bills?
One of the good things about Thanksgising k the way an many
people open their hearts to strangers who are away from home,
many of whom are In new eountry. Some of thisie strangers have
left their make lands for the first time. They minx their families and
custom.. Some of them know they will never return to their own
countries ’Dow feel lonely and lost in their adopted land.
Then Thankagising conies along, and the spirit of brotherly
love pr
his trundles to want to share their blessings with those
who have no famillea of their own clone by. The imitation is us
tended. accepted. and lonely hearts are filled with new friendnhIpa
and a nevi understanding of ilte "Americtui Way." This is the real
%tom of Tha.nkagisingnot Net the material food (although it
certainly helps), hut the spiritual f I. which feeds the hungry IiirMan toml and bring:, the people id’ the world closer together
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cross oun ry tar
Wins Trotting Event

State Bulldogs tomorrow morning at Spartan Stadium.
Kickoff will be at II a.m. in one of the oldest rivalries in San
Jose athletic history. The first game between the two California
collegiate rivals dates back to 1921 when Spartan squad coached
hy David Wooster defeated thee
k illidogs 14-2.
Kan Jose leads In the *eel’s I
with la victoriett against eight
looses anti two ties.
The most recent loss by a San 61u
s

Jose State team

NO.

the lead until he was less than
three blocks from the finish line.
Bob Huai, running for KapAlpha, flnkhed ....cond. 50
ar41,4 behind the vvi
r. Rush

pa

was 1,11411I1K

1111

11"11ƒ1

ls

ertuok

him in the final half mile.

amplis Welfare
Drive Is Ou tl ined
To College ly’roups
Representatives of campus
religious and serv ice organizations
had plans tor the Campus Chest
drive outlined to them Monday
afternoon at a meeting in the
Student

Union,

Nancy

Hanson,

publicity co-chairman, announced

Third place went to Fred Green, today.
finished 60 yards behind
ASH president Ray Freeman
Rush. Green and Rush were given outlined the Student Council’s
handicaps ioer Bond. Green start- relationship to the Campus Chest
ed with a 175 yard handicap and committee, stressing that each
Rush with a 75 yard handicap.
sturiellt has an oblidditina Int
eonthitinity in cooperating with
*COACH STARTS RACE
The race was started by Mike the drise, in view of the comRyan, Spartan cross country munity’s extensive ,Nsiperation
coach. Members of the Alpha Phi with the college.
Bob Baron, asistant activities
Omega service fraternity, who
sponsored the event, were offici- officer, addressed the group in
regard to the coming drive. The
als.
who

TO TIIE VICTORTo the v. tuner of Ilie 13th
Iiiikeƒ
Annual Turkey Trot, Wes It 1,
and a trophy for his efforts. Mond set a neo
n in 15 minute
minute.. and 12
COUrW reeord when he won

seconds. Taking sec
I uas Koh Rush and third
hand headed
position oats captured ti
red
i reiord number al ’.!7:1 entrants in yenterday’a
race.
Photo by V olisela

Herm. anns inviies Forgotten
Vets to Titan giving Dinner
ks

By DICK TYLER
"No sooner does a soldier take giving dinner to contact him.
of his uniform than he is forVeterans attending SJS who
gotten."
meet the "far horn home" qualiThese words, spoken 10 years fication may call Dr. Hermanns at
ago by a student assistant of Dr.
William Hermanns. assistant professor of German. led to Dr. Ilermanns’ custom of providing free
Thanksgiv ing dinners to veterans
who are far from their home.

Each year since that time,
Dr. Hermann* has managed to
sponsor free dinners for veteran,. in hotels and private
residences in the area. This year
Is no exception. For tomorrow
Dr. Hermanns has issued an
Invitation to veterans who have
no place to go for their Thans-

1,010nel ttristol
11111 Attend Joint
AFROTC Confab

Colonel Richards M. Bristol.
Members of the cross (4410111*y
professor of Air Seri nee and com- team took the lead in the race
mander of the SJS Air Force after the lap around Spartan
ROTC unit will leave Friday for tritadium. It aas an all-out
the USAF Air University’s joint showing of errors country runconference of professors of Air ners for the first ten places.
Science and USAF representatives
The I.:reek Relay was one of the
at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala most thrilling races in recent
The primary purpose of the conyears. Phi Sigma Kappa jumped to
ference is to enable the professors an early lead, but the DUs conof Air Science to hear directly
firmed to cut down the 25 yard
from the Commandant of lead the first two Phi Sig runners
AFROTC about the problems and
had built as the rare progressed.
the future of Air Farce ROTC.
The conference also will give

he conducted by the
students and is separate from San
Jose’s Community Chest Drive,
which has already been held.
Money from the campus drive
dtive is to

will go to the Red Civil, Community Chest, World University

Service, Ileart

cer Society end

Association, CanMarch of Dir.%

The percentages going to each
group haven’t been set.
Campus Chest’s goal for this
year is $10,000, approximately $1
per student.
-The committee feels that the
campus can meet the quota,’ said

Ms TAKE LEAD
the professors the opportunity to The DUs eventually took over
hear directly from commanders in the lead when their ninth man, Miss Hanson.
the Phi Sig
Each service
the field about the A i r Force Gil Egeland overtookChi.
never In

ROTC graduate.
Many outstanding Air Force
leaders have been invited to speak
DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS
at the conference including Gen.
... Sponsor% Dinners
Nathan F. Twining, USAF Chief
CY 3-5490 from 3-7 p.m. today or of Staff, and Gen, Curtis LeMay,
at CY 4-6491 after 8 p.m. today. SAC commander.
The dinner will be held at a
The conference will open 10
A program of vocal music will
private horn.. in Los Altos. Ap- Monday and close Friday. Colonel
be presented at the Survey of
proximately six veterans will he Bristol will return to San Jose
Music Literature class at 11:30
on Dec. 1.
accommodated at this dinner.
Tuesday morning, Nov. 27. The
voice students are students of
Gus Lease. assistant professor of United PreNs Roundup
music .
Tenor Richard Were will sing a
German song cycle by Lirdwig
van Beethoven. The cycle is a
group of five songs. David I.indstmm, tenor, will sing two numNEW YORK West Coast longThe youthful-looking. 49-yearbers by G. F. Handel entitled shoremen returned to work Tues- old Norstad whose meteoric rise
"Comfort Ye My People" a -1 d day with no thanks from the In Air Force ranks symbolizes the
"Every Valley Shall be Exalted." striking International Longshore- fast-growing role of air power
A song by Alessandro Scarlatti men’s Association Ilnd.1 for a in modern warfare, said in a brief
will be performed by Marilyn 24-hour demonstration which shut speech the Allied powers in Europe
Jitnerson, soprano.
down the Nation’s entire water- "is more important than ever IN,
Daryl Thompson, junior tenor front.
fore."
voice major, will sing "Du
RePresentaiives of the ILA, BAKs HUNGARY t’isIT
Moment Qui on Aime" by Andre whose strike still held a strangled
1\; ’TED
NATioNs
E. M. Gretry. LAMM‘ Manning, shipping from Portland. ME , to
Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden
tenor will sing a number by Brownsville, Tes., were to readded his diplomatic 1W( ight TIMSStefano Donady.
sume negotiations with the New day to United Nations appeals to
Rob
Lilliquist, bass-baritone York Shipping Association Tuesand a member of the Guy’s Quar- day afternoon under Federal Russia and the Hungarian government to admit observers to the
tet. will sing "Ltingi Dal Cam medial ion.
revolt-scarred country.
Ilene" by Antonio Secchi. Glen
Rut, senior baritone. will sing ORCENTHIER ICEskiNri
CNEF ENTERS PORT mAID
"Largo" from "Xerxes" by G. F.
PARIS Gen. Alfred M. GruenLONDON Th. first contingent
Handel.
! her turned over his supreme of the United Nations Emergency
Tenor John Morrison will clog. Allied command to Air Force Gen, Force IUNEFi has been ordered

Vocalists Perform
During Music Lit
Class on Tuesday

West Coast Longshoremen
Return to Work Yesterday

the program singing "Sound an Lauris Norstad Tuesday with a Into Port Said ahead of schedule
Alarm" by Handel. Stanley Smith warning that events of the past to head off friction between the
accompany him. Dottie Rae few days prove again that liberty Anglo-French (tures and the Elms.
:-rnith will be accompanist for cannot be kept through weak- tian population, it was disclosed
t he other numbers.
ness.
Tue,day.

a n d religious
ninth runner. Sigma
grol4p will be asked to preside
contention until the last two men, 10 members to be team captains,
closed fast, as did Alpha Tau who each
in turn will recruit 10
Omega.
persons to be team members. Each
The race, is hick %vas run on
3Ih Street. covered 31510 serifs.
isith emit team having lo men
running 300 ftruls in shuttle relay atyle.
Egeland gave DU

anchor man

team members will

he given a
list of ten students to contact
personally.
There will be another meeting
of the /11.11-1.1CC and religious organizations representatives Mon-

Frank Patonai a 10 yard lead over day at 4 pm in the Student
the ATOs and SXs. Patonai held Union. The committee pointed out
off a fast closing Ron Giardena that there is plenty ot work to
(SX1 and Tuck Halsey (ATM to be done, and anyone wishing to
give his team a three yard victory. S olunteer tor work should attend
SX finished second and ATO third. the meeting.
Several campos-wide events are
WINNING TEAM
Running on the winning DU being planned by the Campus
were
George NVagner, Chest committee, such as a teleChuck Kamm, Neil Evans, Chuck thon and an auction of faculty
Reynolds.
L’AI Johnson, D on members.
Christensen, Doh Borghesani, Jim
Smith, Egeland and Patonai.
Delta Upsilon captured the parsquad

ticipation trophy as more than 60
DUs finished the three mile test.
It was the third year in a rovi that
the DITs have captured this p,rt
if the Turkey Trot.

WINNER
Winner of the dozen eggs. the
prize for finishing last in the Turkey Trot, went to DU Ross Carley who edged out teammate Dave
Cranston for the honor. Last year
Cranston finished last in the
event.
Turkey Trot Chairman Jim
EGOS

Joy VI 1114 pleased with the showing of the eontestants and the
Interest of the ntudent body in
the esprit. The entrants topped
by Mare than 130 the previtttts
record number of participants

KEEN To Air
Student Play

Nem Invitation ."
rit t
and dire. ted t
.14m Ahern.
&aim major, is the pia% toeing
prestented hy the Radio tiuild
over station KEEN tomorrow
at H:30 p.m. The play in
dramatic esp.’
nt, according to
Ahern.
The cant inchales Jim Hatching. Stephanie Cleary, Mike
Sander., Bill Robinson, Lloyd
Waller., 4:rant Salzman, Bob
George, Ivan Paulsen. Wayne
Ward, Joe Ms’,ham and Celeste
McAdam. Glen Penslnget and
Terry Simeriƒ are technical Ia.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bible,

STATE SHELL SERVICE

EDITORIAL

TCP

The Finest of Holidays
Tomorrow k Thanksgiving Day, that finest of all national holidays.
It will be for us as it wAS for the Pilgrims, a day to give thanks to God.
The P,Igr,ms had to contend with the savage Redman, the scarcity of food and other necessities, and, of course, the elements. Today
we have just about harnessed +he elements, but still we must contend
with sometimes
savage Reds aed, in many cases, scarcity of necess.ties.
Wouldn’t it be »ender-Cul if an of the peoples of this earth could
cnioy as fine a das, as will most Americans tomorrc...."’
Vst; the peoples of Hungary, for instance, have reason tomorrow to profess gratituc;e for fitetr survival, their way of life? To whom,
they may well ask, do they owe their survival?
Yes, we have much to be thankful for tomorrow. We may be
thankful that such horrors, such monstrosities as witnessed recently in
Europe and in the Middle East are not a part of our lives.
With the rest of the world sitting on the brink of calamity as it
were, for what, then, should we, American college students, offer
thanks? For what are we, San Jose State students, to be grateful?
Precisely for what we have.
The goodness of our fel!cw students . . . the dedication of our
faculty ... the realization that our institution is growing to meet our
needs ... that we as students are growing with it.
We may be thankful that we are being prepared to lead our
fellow men in the handling of their affairs and, perhaps, to do so in
a more orderly fashion than are the leaders of today.
We may be thankful for the activities we enjoy . . . football
games on cool, autumn nights, dances, plays, student government. For
us life is st1,1 fun; filed with thrills ... the thrills of learn’ng together,
working together, playing together.
We know you will have a wonderful Thanksgiving Day.

Some of the services that the
office performs are the publication
of the Campus Digest and a faculty directory. The Campus Digest is an official bulletin and
goes to all academic and nonacademic employs-es of SJS. The
directory is printed at the beginning of each year.
Many calls that the office receives are requests for pictures
and miscellaneous information. According to Pratt, the Time and
Look offices in San Francisco
called recently. searching for a

By WALT TAVLOR
Officers and members of the 500 pounds, and averages about Alumni Is Nowhere?
Flying "20" Club are pleased as 25 miles a gallon.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
pi-lots with the recent addition
,
We think we really got a bar- ,
to their aircraft fleet.
an
gain." Reed said. The organization ! The Senior Class voted for
If you’ve conversed with any
paid $1250 for the plane. Similar ! $825 graduation fee, covering
a the group this week you no
crafts are being sold by a tirm activities and alumni dues. I was
doubt have been informed in ecin Wyoming for $5200, he in- not present when the voting took
static terms of the cream and red formed.
place so I cannot logically comcolored flying machine which was
During the past weekend, the plain about paying the fee. The
purchased from a private party
in Kelso. Wash.. out of club funds. plane was sent on a journey to $3.25 activities fee is certainly
Club Vice President Bill Putas Bakersfield to pick up a propeller reasonable and I cannot complain
and Treasurer Bob Nelson brought for the Aeronautics Department. in this respect. Howeve r, the
the tandem plane from Kelso to In addition, it is being used here alumni fee makes me wonder
its new home at P.ied’s Hillview every day for training the club’s Since I have to pay the fee, I
%ould like to get in a few words
Airport in southeast San Jose. 35 members.
The craft. completely’ rebuilt to
On Nov. 18. members will test on the question of this alumni fee.
the new plane’s performance
against those of the other two
craft in an intra-club air meet.
This competition will be in preparation for the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Air Meet at Glendale
in the spring.

In the first place, I take offense that this school can keep
Its claws on a graduate by making him join the Alumni Association.

While

a student is

in

school it is all right for the administration to step on him; but

MOTOROLA
(Leader in Electronics)

invites you
to interview for
positions in

Spartan Daily
San Jose State College
Entered as second class matter
April 24, 1934. at San Jose, Calif.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose State College,
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the college year with one issue during each final examination period.
Subscriptions accepted only OR
remainder-of-school year basis. In
fall semester, $3; in Spring semOPf!

$1.50.

Telephone: CYpress 4-6414.-44-

tonal, Ed. 210; Advertising Dopf
Ed. 211,
Press of the Globe Printing Co..
1445 South First St., San Jow, Calif.
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Edltor
JOHN KEPLINGER
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JACK ERICKSON
DAy Eddor
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1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
HAVE NECESSARY SERVICING DONE
TO YOUR CAR WHILE IN CLASS.
American & Foreign Cars

ELLIS SERVICE SENTER
CV 2-5335

38 SOUTH FOURTH

SAN REMO

Flying ’20’ Club Pleased With New Plane

seaplane specifications, is stickcontrolled and has a 65 horsepower
engine, It is similar in most respects to the other two planes
owned by the club.
President Art Reed said the
plane will carry a load of almost

Information’

Bs’ JERRY ROTHA
1931 football program. After look- and the library. Pratt found that
When Lowell C. Pratt, associate ing through the sports department program filing began in 1934.
professor of joutnalism, was asked
just what does the Public Rela,tions Office do. h e declared.
"That’s a good question!" lie exFEATURING ALL - NEW
plained that the office does so
many things that it is impossible
give an explicit answer in just
.1 few words.
COMPLETE
Pratt refers to the Public Relations Office as a "clearing house
Lubrication and Auto Maieenance
for information." Its chief function
Tune-up
Brake Work
Is to handle relations and publiACROSS FROM THE STUDENT UNION
city between the college and community.
FOURTH AND SAN FERNANDO

Wednesday November 21, 1954
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Public Relations Office Is ’Clearing House for

to force him to join a moldy
group such as the SJS alumni
Is adding Insult to Injury.
What good is the SJS alumni
ever going to do for me7 I couldn’t
think of a group in the United
States that I would less want to
be associated with. and that includes the Herman Talmadge for
President Committee and the
Khruschev Aid Society. What good
can a group of third rate teachers
to for anyone? USC, Stanford,
and Notre Dame alumni groups
are powerful, but let’s face itSJS
alumni is nowhere I’m not knocking the school, it’s a darned good
one. but let’s quit when were
ahead.

Like pizza with cheese? ... with spicy Italian sausages? ... with
anchovies? Whatever your preference, San Remo’s pizza is a
real taste treat guaranteed to melt in your mouth.

mushroom
cheese
sausage
salami
pepperoni
the woiks

The least a good alumni Rii0-

elation could do would be to buy
a few good football players
and/or a decent conch. Or else
8.18 should rejoin the (’CAA.
I realize I have left myself open
for many a,retalistory shot. but I
ought to get something for $8.25.

418 WILLOW
SAN JOSE

SAN REMO’S

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
anniommn

Jim Eggert
ASB 8230

But when you nudge the accelerator,
you know it’s there, all right! Its rightnow response keeps you out of highway
emergencies. It overpowers steep hills
with such ease they seem like level
landscape.
This new Chevrolet V8 puts up to 245
high-compression horsepower* under
your command! It’s sassy, surebut as
tame to your touch as a riurring pussycat. Come try the smoothest V8 you
’ever put a toe to.

It’s that new V8 in the ’57 Chevrolet.
It’s as quiet as a contented cat and
ass smooth as cream . . . and it’s
eat-quick in response when you call
for action!
No household tabby sitting in a sunny
window ever purred more softly than
Chevy’s new V8 engine. You can
scarcely tell when it’s idling.

1 USA

’57 CHEVROLET

270-h.p. V8 also available at
extra cost Also Rennet fuel
injection engines with up to
283 h p.

that purr you hear is
no pussycat!

Our representative
will be on your campus
3Ionday, November 26

See your placement
office to arrange
an appointment

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop

GRADUATION

Zs. meet, smooth and eaSey!

PORTRAITS

MOTOROLA

Only. franchised Cherrolet dealers

ZHEVItOLET

.

The Pe d

Coupe wit Body by Flitter.

displas this famous trademark

41 North First
CY 2-8960

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

441141IM:

Wednesday,
21, 1956
_ November
_
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SPARTAN FINE ARTS

Technical Director Tells
Tricks of Drama Trade

Art Prof Claims Due Lacquer Irish Drama Hears Auditions
Future Medium for Painting Begins 1\o N. 30 of Robert
music and symphonic band diI IsWendall
rector, is hearing auditions by
N. Gates, associate lende was the first Mexican town
students who would like to
professor of art, believes that to be
On SJS Stage those
participate in the San Jose State
Duco lacquer is the coming med-

By BARBARA HARTMAN
Have ytti eƒer %%ondered how luui been painted, Johnson said.
sets for plays HIV built? Has it Paint has other uses, such as
seemed to you it must take a lot giving the appearance of wood
of work and expense? It does. as ,paneling where there is only musJ. Wendell Johnson, technical di- lin stretched across a wooden
rector and stage designer for frame, creating shadows. or mak"Shadow and Substance," can tell ing cloth walls look like plaster.
you.
A sponge may be used for paintThere are many "tricks of the ing to give the effect of walltrade’. to help make the job simp- paper.
ler, however. For instance, an
In "Much Ado." the tapestries
easy way to upholster furniture were made from muslin painted
is to cover it with muslin and with the aid of stencils and then
theft paint it to match the set. Spattered with several colors of
To keep the paint from rub- paint to give the effect of colored
bing off on the as tors clothes, weaving.
Most walls that look solid would
a coat of clear. M.euther-resistant lacquer ma) be sprayed not hold up under a shove or
laser it. A sofa being used for kick. They are usually "flats’
this play has been painted with muslin-covered frames-- fastened
rubber-base paint for durability. together with hinges, with more
This Is about the sixth color It muslin over the hinges. Stars may
be sequins that twiinkle as the
light cathes them.
Stairs a r e constructed in
HAVENLY FOODS
standard units SO they may be
Have you tried our
used in a variety of ways for
CHEF’S SPECIAL
different shows. The stage floor
STEAK DINNER 1.85
has sections of traps In it for
use as a basement ,ground floor
On flayshore N. of Julian -CY 3.1612
When stage action takes place
In an upstairs room, or steps
up from the street.
Bouquets-Corsages
The scenery may be moved in
at
and out on wagons to which it
is attached, may be taken apart
Bakmas
and carried off by removing the
Flower
pins from the hinges. or may be
hauled up above the stage by
Shop
ropes. Sometimes the theater’s
revolving stage is used for a quick
_ 10th and
way of changing scenes.
-cF?::VLSanta Clara
tricks can be accomplishCome in and see us Today edMany
with. lighting, also. A curtain
CY 2-0462 100, & Santa Clore
y o u cannot s e e through with
the light shining on it may be
seen through with the light behind
HOLLY DAY TIME
it, giving the effect of seeing or
IS HOBBY TIME
walking through walls. Unusual
AT
shadow effects can also be created. and things will seem to appear or disappear by changing
the color of the light.
HOBBY SHOP
These are only a few of the
293 S. FIRST STREET
"helps" which the stage designer
Next to Alpine Cafe
relies on. Can you detect these
OPEN
or others when you watch a play?

0
...

HUSTON’S

Mon. - Thurs.- Fri.
Tues.- W.d.- Sat.

9-9

9.6

Hare, assistant probissoi

set aside as a national monument.

ium for painting. He said that
the lacquer is not yet common
in this country but it has been
used a great deal in Mexico.
Gates recently exhibited a collection of his oil paintings. Jacquers. and chalk drawings in the
Art Building. It represented a
small. part of nearly 400 paintings
and drawings he did while on six
months sabbatical leave in Mexico this year Many of the pictures
could not be brought back because Gates was traveling by bus,
and could carry only a small portion of his work. He had to devise special means of carrying
them such as rolling them up in a
Mexican beehive, made of rattan.
Asked why he preferred Duco
to oil paint, Gates said that it
dries much fasterIn about 10
minutes SS compared to three
days to (no weeks for oils. This
permits greater speed in working. In addition, Duco gives a
much greater brilliance of rotor,
he added.
Some of the drawbacks of the
lacquer are that it has a powerful odor which requires especially
good ventilation In the lab and
It cannot be used outdoors because it drys so fast. It also requires experience to use it effectively, but it is quite rewarding.
Gates feels.
STUDIES COLOR
While on sabbatical, Gates attended the Institute Allende in
San Miguel de Allende, Gto., Mexico, where he took courses to complete his M.F.A. degree. He was
writing his thesis on the development of color intergration.
The inOtitute. he explained,
Is an outside art school for
adults, which concentrates on
self-discovery by the student
through himself. It is a beautiful school with fine teachers,
he added, and is affiliated with
the University of Guanajuato, a
cultural center.
Because of its beautiful colonial architecture and location, Al-

COLLECT’S CACTI’s AS

11011BY

The artist’s. hobby, collecting
cactus, led him to an experience
which he considers was in itself
worth the whole trip to Mrioco.
This was a two-dki) jeep trip in.

to the back country to look for
a famous cactus garden operated
by Professor Schmoll. This garden had disappeared from the
public during World War II Although people remembered hearing of it, he had great difficulty
determining itelocation. When he
did find it. he recognized it im-

mediately from

an Old hut iiI

e

he

"Shadow and Substance.’ by
Paul Vincent Carroll. will be presented Nov. 30 and Dee. I. 6. 7
and 14 at 815 p.m. In College
Theater. It will be directed by Dr. ,
James Clancy. professor of drama. [
The story concerns the effect
of an Ii lull peasant girl’s faith
t he community in uhich she
and the cynical. worldly can
who is eventually brought clos, ,
to his people through her siu1
(Ice.
Elizabeth Keller pla). the
,
sant girl Is an Paulsen is II
canon.

HAVENLY FOODS

Have you tried our
CHEF’S SPECIAL
College Symphonic Band. A I I
STEAK DINNER 1.85
those interested are asked to sign
a Fours
Os 111.y4lw. N. al Jalian -CY 3-11412
up with Hare by Wednesday.

SPARTAN BOOSTER
TOUR TO HAWAII
NOV. 29th via UNITED AIRLINES
(same flight as the team!)
Tour Leader. FRANK BUMB, SJSC ’41
I I DAYS WITH COMPLETE TOUR MY Inc. to.
AIR TICKET only: $210.00 Round T,ip
Call foe Fro. Fokle
DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE
liosi of Americo luilding
CY 2-9)12

Others in the east an. I.!

had seen.
lohnes as D c r ns o t Frtmt I.
O’Flingsley,
McCormick as
The garden, stinch Included Thomasain Ruth
Concannon, Richard
hundreds of sarleties of tus, Geer as
Father Corr, James Givens
had been nearls rained, followas Father Kirwan, Shirley Ahern
ing the death of the professor.
If is noa hying restored by a as Miss Katy Cooney, Tom Prather as Francis Ignatius 0*(7onnephen f r o ns (.ermany. Al- Amor.
Craig Thush as Martin Multhough the garden is )et not
and Barbara Ruhle as
open for business, the nephew lahone
presented Gates u ith several Rosey Violet.
Miss Berneice Prisk is in charge
shoice samples for his collection.
costumes and J. Wendell JohnOn his way back to civilization. of
son is technical director and stage
Gates collected several samples designer.
of orchids. In order to obtain
’The play, written in 1934. is
these. he had to bargain with
property owners and then climb one of the author’s best, according
trees to get the plants. He was to critic ’George Jean Nathan.
able to bring the plants into this who says
the playwrite possesses
country by securing a government
permit to import plants, other- "a sharp wit and a lyric spiritwise they would have been con- uality, both of which he is expert
fiscate at the border
in dovetailing into valid drama."

San Jose. the county seat of
santa Clara County. was the first
.1ei51 of California.

ii Ito Lan II ear
lolittlei Lenses? vo es*
Th0

answer

ic

s;rnple.

Essiefon

who wears glasses ell day long
and hos a desire to wear confect
lenses. Come in now for con.
sultation.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIAL

) WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

JOE ALLEN

FRANK

JACKSON

Tschnisisss

213 S. FIRST

CY 7.5174

Koiro Bourg is going to pull wool over your eyes

Students To Give
Three One-Acts
As Term Project

Three student-directed, one-act
PftlYs will be presented for the
public Dec. 4-5 at 4:30 p.m. in
Studio Theater. The directors,
members of Miss Elizabeth LoefSan Jose Music Club will spon- fier’s Problems in Stage Directsor the Santa Clara Philharmonic ing Class, are fulfilling their terns
Orchestra solo auditions begin- projects.
ning Jan. 26, according to Alma
Celeste McAdam will direct
Taylor, president. There will be "The Stronger" by August St rinda cash award for the winner.
berg. one of the most famous
Auditions arc open to all orc- short one-acts ever written. ’Takhestral insturnentalists and voca- ing the roles made famous by the
lists from 16-30 years of age. Ap- Swedish playwright will be Shirplications may be obtained from ley Marhefka. Nancy Rembert and
Mrs. George M. Shepherd, 1830 Jerome Steenblock.
AUSTIN-HEALEY
Topeka Ave., C’s’ 4-0305, and must
Anthony rellssier’s "A Novbe returned no later than Jan. ember Afternoon" s1ll be dion display
19.
102 Ei,riep,reer
rected by Craig Thush. Two
The winner will have the op- students, Richard Henning and
4
portunity
to
solo
with
the
ore.
BRITISH MOTOR CENTER hestra for its third concert, March Marlene Balogh are the only
2180 W. SAN CARLOS
east members.
13.
"Fumed Oak," written by Noel
Coward, will be directed by Nancy
CORONA
UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
Stephens. Lee Devin, Gail Anderson, Josephine Medlin and Mary
Ann Billed will portray the four
main roles.
11
"The Stronger" takes place In
FOR RENT
the 1880s in Europe and is set in
Special Rental Rates for Students
a ladies’ cafe, Mtss Y, Shirley
FOR SALE
Marhefka, is the center of atUsed Standard and Porrable Machines
traction, but never speaks. Mrs.
Evt. 1900
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
X, Nancy Rembere and Miss Y
are friends, but the latter is
the mistress of Mrs. X’s husband.
Free Parking
24 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-6383
The question at the end of the

Award Awaits
Solo Winner

DEC.10

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Bourbon’s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT
378 W. Santa Clara St.

CYprcss 5-170

play is which of the two is the
stronger woman with the husband.

In "A November .Uternoon,"
The Man, Richard Denning, Is
seated on a pani heneh opposite
The Girl, Marlene Balogh. A
cons eruttion develops between
them. The dialogue is clever and
romance blossoms.
The basic theme of "Fumed
iak is the turning of the worm.
husband, Lee Devin. fed up
wife, Gail An-

E. DALMON

his whining

LIFE INSURANCE

Lambswool sleeveless slipowar.
Choose from 6 colors at 1;21

Cashmere and wool long sleeve
ar537;r7 in five colors. azaa

Lambswool sleevaless cardigin.
With genuine buttons: 10.95,

77-mi t.as beauty.

Lambswool long sleeve slipover.
177ESiriMported, good-looking
sweater - in a variety of colors,
and at Scotch price. 13.95

Lambswool long sleeve cardigan.
6 button model,with neatly
woven ribbing to insure shape
retention. 7 colors 11A21

Braemar Cashme e. Just come in
$35.

portunity to, leave them. telling
them off before his exit. The
play is both bitter
funny.

and

--

for
COLLEGE STUDENTS

d. l’son, his sniveling daughter,
.10,ephine Mendlin, and a crabbing
mother, Mary Ann Billed. comes
.11to some money. He takes the op-

Scotland’s greatest fleecing since
the stone of Scone was stolen!.

As low os 552.50 a year for $10,000

(age 21)

Pkone
RAY K. FARRIS, C. L. U.
Office CY 38550

Res CY 5-6273, CV 5-6274

HAVENLY FOODS
Hove you tried our

CHEF’S SPECIAL
STEAK DINNER 1.85
oft laysloor. N. of Julia.

CV

3 ,612

The greatest sweater collection is at IZ011511

0
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Spartans Become
Spartan Society
Dances, Dinners
On Frat Agendas Greek Shill(’ iSpartan Sororities Have Active Month, Pinned, Engaged
RDEN-F.AFITON

ALPHS TAU OMIEGA
h e annual AT() Cbri-tt:.as
dance will be held Dec. 15 at the
Bellevue Hotel in San Francisco.
The Sal Carson Combo will play
for the affair.
Last %%eeh the members had an
exchange %%oh Sihmta Kappa. and
this week will have one wth hy

Plans nu% ti:e he:ng rrade for
he annual -Roaring Tvkenties"
dance Jan. 19.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
The local chapter entertained
members of Delta Sigma Phi from
Cal Poly at a party. in Club Alm a de n following t he football
game.
Active Pete Berman is still in
the running as semi-finalist in the
Delta S.- ‘s 71 l’onte,t.
DELTA I PNILON
Members entertained Alpha Upsilon fraternity of Cal Poly %kith
a buffet dinner Saturday night
before the game and an informal
gathering of members and alumni
afterward at II.v.erily Foods.
Last weekend the chapter was
visited by traeling representative.
Pete Bridgeford of Northwestern.
At present, the house is working
on the Greek Show under the direction of (;ary Waller. Chuck
Rig(ton. Dick Lang, Dick Lanscioni
and Ted Vallace.

an 8-week-old female puppy. According to George Serum. keeper
of the doƒ?s, an exchange will be
made as soon as possible.
Gill Schaper. social chairman.
announced th.lt a dinner exchange
will be held with Chi Omega next
Wednesday. T h e dress will be
costumes and enterainment will
be provided by the pledges.
LAMBDA (’HI ALPHA
Cigars were passed Monday
night to announce the pinning of
Bob Eden, Lambda Chi Alpha
president, to Betty Easton of Kappa Kappa Gamma. The couple
were serenaded by members of
both houses and the Lambda Chin
later were guests Of the sorority
for coffee.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha. independent
league ’s loner. w h o beat the
Hawks. 7-2. in last week’s football game, will play the winner of
the fraternity division next week.
The organization held a philanthropy excursion with the Sigma
Kappas Sunday at the Old Men’s
Home in Milpitas. The eroup provided singing entertainment and
served cookies.
The Pi KAs left 20 pledges and
6 actives in Watsonville Saturday
night on a pledge sneak. The actives were Mark Niemela, Bob
Pace. Chuck Bowen, Gil Nordquist,
Keith Johnson and Vic Marquez.

KAPPA ALPHA
Greek Show practice has been
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
taking up the free time of KA
Dinner was served at the SA}S
members. The cast is working
-house during an exchange with
under the leadership of Bob HosDelta Gamma before the Cal Poly
feldt and Jim Hushaw.
game. Following the game, dancJim Lacy. IFC president. and
Bob Rush. IFC treasurer, attended ing was enjoyed at Los Almitos
Rancho.
a conference at C.C. during the
Members a n d pledges we r e
weekend. They heard suggestions
treated to an Italian dinner Sunon h o w to improve fraternity
day which was prepared by Mrs.
standings.with the college.
Travi, mother of SAE pledge, Bud
The KA football team soon will
Travi.
the
interfraternity
playoff.
enter
The house is working on publicity SIGMA NU
Sigma Nus will entertain their
for the game which is to be played
Fresno chapter before the footin Spartan Stadium.
Bob Hosfeldt. Don Smith and ball game Thursday and at an afWiley Schmidt are NA members ter-game get-together at Havenly
on the Student Chest committee. Foods.
The date for the Sigma Nu
KAPPA TAU
Actives were treated to a steak White Rose formal, in which all
dinner Friday night by the pledges northern California chapters parwho were defeated 26-0 in an af- ticipate, has been set as Dec. 8.
The first White Rose Queen will
ternoon football game.
A mix-up recently occurred re- be chosen then.
Fall pledge officers are Len
garding the new Kappa Tau mascot. Instead of a male German , Male. president; Bill White, vice
shepherd, the rnernt,.-rs received :president; John Sevison. treasurer
j and Ray Tharpe, sentinel.
sIGMA PI
Following the Cal Poly game
Trinity
Saturday night, Sigma Pi held a
’ victory party at the chapter house.
Episcopal Church
Plans for Sigma Pi’s part in
13I NORTH SECOND STREET
the Greek Show have been completed by Jay Helgrefe and mem8.00 .rn. Holy Communion
9.30 a.m. Family Service
, bers now are working on their
I I:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
parts.
end Sermon
THETA CHI
(Holy Communion and Sermon
Theta Chi Mothers’ Club conon lit Sunday of Month)
ducted a rummage sale last week
Special mid-week Communion Serv- and proceeds went to the fraterice for Episcopal students every
nity.
Wednesday at 7:30 a.m.
Dream Girl candidates will be
introduced officially at the San
Thanksgiving Day Service
10.30 a.m. Holy Commun;on: Ser- Jose Women’s Club next Wednesday night. Bill Boggie, contest
mon by the Rev. Mark
Refenbark, D.D.
chairman, i s being assisted by
.terry litimpal and Poger Smith.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
I I -00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence SandsMinister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C COLLEGE AGE FELLOWSHIP
SUNDAY
9:30Leaderhip Seminar
Fall Quarter: ’ Archaeology and Anthropology"
6 4-krƒ._.TPI r". C.b T

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YrATH IN MIND
SERVICE
SUNDAI SCHOOL
. 930 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE
.
I I:00 A.M.
YOUTH MEETING
6:30 P.M.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE .
7:30 P.M.
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.M.SUNDAYKEEN-1470

THOMAS

G. SUTTON

Pastor

Trill Feat u re !Anticipate Busy Social Time in December
Nineteen lets

Theta Chi co-chairman. Bob Sits a and Firman Brown, announced
today that a combined total of
19 acts will he presented Friday.
Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 for the "All
Greek Show."
Twelve fraternities will compete
with their skits on Friday night
and seven sororities will perform
on Saturday night.
The shows. open to the public,
will begin at 8 o’clock each night
and will be held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Each skit will be limited td four minutes. All of the
scripts already have been approved by Dean Robert Martin.
Trophies will be awarded to the
first, second and third place winners of each division. The winning
scripts are based on orginality,
preparation and presentation. Various dignitaries in and around San
Jose will be the judges.
The two masters of ceremonies
for Friday’s show will be Dick
Ganzert and Richard Garvin of
radio KLOK. The Saturday night
performance will be emceed by
Bob Custer, also of KLOK, and
Mary Braunstein, originator of the
Greek Show. All four are alumni
of Theta Chi.
Braunstein originated the show
in the fall of 1949. Since then the
fraternity has sponsored the show
each falL They all have drawn
capacity crowds.
Chaperones for the show will
be Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Ogilvie,
Dr. Ray Wilkerson and Dr. Jake
Jacobs.
Winners of last year’s show
were Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha
Chi Omega. Runners-up were Kappa Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega. Sigma Kappa and Delta Gamma.

15 Semi-Finalists
In ’DL Man’ Contest
Fifteen semi-finalists were chosen last week in the "Delta Zeta
Man" contest. The next event for
themen will be Nov. 28 when eight
finalists will be chosen. The "Man"
will be selected at a dinner Dec.
4 and will be announced at the
dance in his honor on Dec. 14.
According to Andra Burger,
contest chairman, the semi-finalists are Ron Scillicorn, Theta Chi;
Dave Towle, Phi Sigma Kappa;
Ken Musco, Kappa Tau; J e b
Heigh, Sigma Chi; Pete Veberralt,
Delta Upsilon; Jack Wise, Alpha
Phi Omega; Jay Hogrefe, Sigma
Pi; Pete Burman, Delta Sigma
Phi; Roy Hutzler, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon;
Wayne Montgomery, Lambda
Chi Alpha: Tom Lionvale, Theta
Xi; Earl White. Sigma Chi; Dave
Warren, Alpha Tau Omega; John
Sevenson, Sigma Nu; Bob Pace,
Pi Kappa Alpha.

Panel Opens
I Religion Week
Dinner and a panel discussion
%%Ai begin Religion-in-Life Week
activities Sunday, Dec. 2 at 6
p.m. in the Fi rst Methodist
hurch, 5th and Santa Clara
streets. Tickets are $1 and will go
on sale Monday, Nov. 26 on campus and at the Student Y, 205
S. 9th St.
Dr. Grant C. Burton, executive
dean, will introduce the panel,
which will discuss the topic, "The
Faith We Live By." Included on
the panel are Rabbi Morton C.
FSerman, director of the Union
of American Hebrew CongreatIon
San Francisco; the Rev. R. Wits
liam Simmons, pastor of the First
Congregational C h u re h, Sacramento; and the Rev. Father Joseph Sullivan, chaplain of Duell
Industrial School in Tracy.
Discussion in living groups,
classroom speakers, a symposium,
and the play, "Shadow and Substance," are part of the activities
planned for Religion-in-Life-Week,
Dec. 2-7.

Women Dine At Y

.11.111 t omittION t’l
Members had a dessert exchange with Sigma Pi fraternity
last week. Following entertainment by the girls and pledges of
Sigma Pi, the fraternity’s adviser
entertained the group v.ith guitar
selections.

Pat Norris was recently selected
to fill the office of scholarship
chairman. Miss Norris also is the
representative ’ for t h e Campus
Chest committee.
Contestants repretenting AOPi
in the Theta Chi Dream Girl contest are Kitty Crain, Dorothy Davis and Joanne Malouf.
Founders’ Day will be celebrated
Dec. 2 with a catered brunt’)
served at the chapter house.
ALPHA PHI
Alpha Phis held their annual
scholarship dinner last week at
the chapter house. Members with
a grade point averse of 3.5 or
above wore peddle pushers and
ate steak; those with 3.0-3.5 wore
campus clothes and ate chicken:
those with 2.5-3.0 wore dresses and
ate beans and those below 2.0
wore formals and ate mush.
Members held their annual
Thanksgiving dinner last night.
DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gammas joined the
SAEs at their house for an exchange dinner before the Cal Poly
game Saturday night. Following
the dinner, SAEs invited the DGs
to a aftergame party at Rancho
Los Almitos.
Preceding the Panhellenic
Dance Friday, members attended
parties at the homes of Barbara
Fischer in San Franaisco and Joan
Ilenderson in Oakland.
The DGs were serenaded following their regular meeting Monday
night by the Sigma Chis, who
later presented the DG housemother, Mrs. Coates, with the
DG flag.
DELTA ZETA
Preceding the Panhellenic
Dance Friday night, the sorority
members and their dates attended
a party at the home of Joan Balch
in San Francisco.
New pledge officers are Stephanie Kalkoff, president; Sylvia Guenza, vice president; Sonya Bracher, secretary treasurer:: Laurie
Slims, scholarship chairman and

600 Attend Panhellenic Dance
At Surf Club in San Francisco
An estimated 600 persons attended t h e annual Panhellenic
semi-formal dance Friday night at
the Surf Club in San Francisco.
The dance was held from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. and featured the music of Bob Russell. A s.ocal quartet, The Guys, performed during
intermission.
fsreceeding the dance, several
sororities held parties at their
houses, and the patrons dined out
in San Francisco. Patrons were
Dean Robert Martin, Mrs. Izetta
Pritchard, Dean and Mrs. Stanley C. Benz, Dr. and Mrs. John
Merman and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baron.
Preparations for the dance were
made by Hazel Deichelbohrer, Chi

History Honorary
Initiates Seven
Beta-Lambda chapter of Phi
Alpha Theta, national honorary
history society, initiated seven students Wednesday evening in the
College Memorial Chapel, according to Keith Olsen, chapter president.
New members are Rosemary
Stnith, Everett Smith, Jack Thomas, William Kline, Charles Benjamin, Joan Whiteside and David
?gusset ti.
Dr. Edgar A. Hornig, assistant
professor of history and political
science, adviser, spoke on "The
Case for History."
Cecelia Dennis was appointed
historian for the rest of the year.

Omega, assisted by Barbara Clement, Delta Gamma, publicity and
Kay Wandmaker, Gamma Phi Beta, bids. Barbara Lanning. Panhellenic president, also worked
with the group.

MUSIC

Norm Rehm

BRADY-MITCHELL
Margaret Mitchell, KKG vice
president, announced her pinning
to Dick Brady, past ATO president, at a party preceeding the
Panhellenic Dance Friday night.
Miss Mitchell is, a senior Home
Ec major from Hayward and Brady is a 1956 SJS graduate from
Merced.
LOPER-TINDALL
Tom Loper, Kappa Tau, announced his pinning to Terry Tindall Monday night. Miss Tindall is
a sophomore recreation major
from Mountain View. She is a
member of the national art fraternity, Alpha Gamma. Loper, a
junior, is an engineering major.
HOWARD-NORRIS
The pinning of Pat Norris, Alpha Omicron q. to John Howard,
Theta Xi, was announced at a
party preceeding the Panhellenic
Dance Friday. Miss Norris is a
junior education m aj or from
Stockton and Howard is a senior
advertising major from Oakland.
DI7NCKELMANN-EMMETT
Her parents’ home in Newark
was the scene of the announcement of the engagement of Connie Emmett to Edward Dunckelmann. Miss Emmett is a junior
K-P major and Dunckehnann is a
senior engineering student from
Brooklyn.
JACOBSEN-GEHK
Teddy Gehr, KKG, and Al Jacobsen announced their engagement at a party preceeding the
Panhellenic Dance Friday. Miss
Gehr is student teaching in Santa
Cruz and Jacobsen, a gradate of
SJS, is employed in the Bay Area.
He is affiliated with SAE. Wedding plans are set for June.
MACDONALD-HENNESSY
Carmel residents Gail Hennessy
and Frank MacDonald announced
their engagement on Veterans’
Day. Miss Hennessy is a senior
K-P major and MacDonald at present is attending Monterey Peninsula College. The couple plan a
June wedding in the Carmel Mission.
RAMP-BROOKS
Hank Ramp passed cigars Monday night to his Theta Chi brothers to announce his engagement
to Judy Brooks of Kappa Alpha
Theta. Ramp, graduated from SJS,
is from Campbell. Miss Brooks is
a senior education major from
Merced.
MATLOCK-VOWELS
Dick Matlock and Nina Vowels
were married Nov. 10. Matlock,

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,

Dinner
7th & E. Santa Clare

ei
Th r
So. 4thCY 3-7420
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Ask to see
BACK BACK ROOM

4"
only

13.95
up

!’

Fashion first samples priced for
the College Girl Budget. An 11"a
14" portrait of you FREE with
your purchase from .

irey
76 W.

SAN ANTONIO

between 1st and Market
CY 4-4348
C ashLoy-A wayCharge

Thirst Quenching
Hobby Untouched Group To Discuss
Protestant Move
BUFFALO, N.Y.
(UP)
Joseph P. Hartman has a novel
colection and he can’t help getting thirsty when he looks at it.
Neatly arrayed on shelves in
the den of his suburban home are
some 204 bottles and cans of beer
--each representing a different
brewery.
Hartman started his odd collection about 2ts years ago. It
represents the output of breweries from all over the U.S. and a
number of foreign countries. Traveling friends help him add to his
stock.
All of the containers, except
three rare bottles he acquired
empty, hold the original brevv. He
filled and capped the three empties himself.
Wesley Foundation, Spartan
Spears and Shields, and Kapp ,
Phi sorority hold parties for Agnews Mental Hospital patients
weekly.

The Student Christian Council
has scheduled meetings to be held
every Wednesday at 11:30 a.m.
and every Thursday at 12:30 and
3:30 p.m. to discuss the Christian
student and the ecumenical movement between Protestan groups.
Meetings will begin Nov. 28 in
the Student Y.
The discussion groups will be
held in preparation for the United
Christian Council Conference to
be held Dec. 27-Jan. 1. All students planning to attend the conference or who are interested are
invited to attend tne metings, ac-

cording to Carolyn Smith, chairman.

Look To The
Future!
Make sure your eyes will
serve you faithfully in th
years to come.
We would be honored to
help you do this.

DR. CHENNELL
OPTOMETRIST
254 S. 2nd
CT 5-2747
Glasses gladly adjusted

DRESSES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Featuring

WEDDING GOWNS

Shapeliest Ankles
(UP/
Italian shoe designer
Salvatore Ferragamo says t h e
ankles of the American woman
are the shapeliest in the world.
Ferragamo, who comes from a
family of shoemakers in Florence,
passed out this praise during a
visa to the U.S., his first in nine
years.
He also said the American woman, more than her sisters in other
countries, %V ti 11 I s foot comfort
above style, if she has to make the

Women living at the YWCA
two special dinners recently.
one an installation dinner and
the other a birthday dinner for
August, September and October
birthday celebrants. Following
the latter dinder, several girls
presented a fencing exhibition..
choice,

had

Attillia Villa, junior Panhellenic
officer.
DZ pledges staged a mock sneak
Monday and failed to show up for
dinner. They returned for the
meeting.
KAPOA KAPPA GAMMA
SJS president, Dr. John T.
Wahlquist and hii wife and Dean
Stanley Benz, dean of students,
and his wife were honored dinner
guests at the chapter house last
week.
The KKG Mothers’ Club held its
annual pledge tea honoring new
members and their mothers Sunday afternoon. Actives, under the
direction of Diane Wickoff, social
chairman, entertained with skits
and singing.
PIII MU
Actives and pledges were guests
of Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, past faculty Phi Mu adviser, for a tea
Sunday afternoon in her home.
Current pledge project is the
decoration of the house’s hall.
Last week, actives pulled a
switch by capturing the pledges
and taking t hem to Stanford
where each of the pledges was required to interview three fraternity men.
SIGMA KAPPA
December will be a busy month
for the Sigma Kappa’s. First on
the agenda will be a tea, Dec. 2,
in honor of the sorority’s new
housemother, Mrs. Lola Durning.
Alumni, campus representatives
and other sororities have been invited to get acquainted with Mrs.
Doming.
The sorority members and their
dates will enjoy dinner and dancing at the semi-annual pledge
dance Friday, Dec. 7, at the St.
Francis Hotel in San Francisco.
Marilyn Hops, social chairman, is
in charge of the event.
Smorgasbord plans will occupy
the first part of next month. The
annual affair is scheduled for Dec.
16. Each year the Sigma Kappa’s
entertain a different group of
faculty members, Swedish fashion, at this pre-Christmas function.
Glenda Merrick and Dale Falk
will direct Smorgasbord activities
this year. Assisting them are Mina
Phillips, Mary Jo Gleason, Bev
Buel 1, Gayle Grisham, Dianne
Dune and Bobbie White.

an ATo, is a senior PIT. major

Betty Easton, KKG recording from Sun Mateo. The former Miss
secretary, announced her pinning Vowels is Icon Branscomb, Calif.
to Bob Eden. Lambda (7hi Alpha
president, by passing the traditional candle Monday evening. Miss
Easton is a marketing major from
The Continentals
San Jose and Eden, also A marketing major, is a senior from Yuba
Quartet
City.
CY 2.3519

and
FORMALS

MARGLAD’S
1202 The Alameda
115 S. First St.- San Jose

Reinhart, Philpott To Duel In Offensive Show
9

4Passer-Runner
Battle Expected

SAE,KATeamsWin
Play off Contests,
Will Meet Tuesday

Sigma Alpha Epsilon ssill face
Kappa Alpha for the interfraternity championship Tuesday afternoon in Spartan Stadium.
The two league winners scored
close wins yesterday at Willow
Park. The SAEs, winners of the
National League, dumped Sigma
Chi 15-12, and KA, champs of the
American League, stopped Kappa
Tau in a thriller 2-0.
The two losers will battle for
third place In a preliminary game
to the championship contest at
2:30 p.m. Tuesday. The big game
will follow the third place playoff.
It was the old combination of
Wally Perry to Don Ruff that gave
the SAEs their victory. The SAEs
took t h e opening kickoff and
marched 60 yards to score on
Peny’s pas,ses. The score came on
a 10 yarder to Ruff.
The second SAE score came after Chuck Benjamin inteicepted
a Sigma Chi pass thrown by Jim
Daneri. Again it was Perry’s passing that paved the way, with the
score coming on a 20 yarder again
to Ruff.
Perry added the conversion on
an end ren with the aid qf blocking by Art Timmons and Jack
Morgan. This put the SAEs in
front 13-0.
Sigma Chi came back in the final plays of the first half to score
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aftei taking ter on dottits. Daneh passed 40 yards to Jeb Haigh
to set up the score. With the ball
on the SAE 15 Daneri hit center
Al Watts with a 12 yard toss for
the score. The half soon ended 136.
In the second half the strong
defense of the SAEs forced Daneri
to fall on a fumble in the SX
end zone to give the winners two
more points and a 15-6 lead. Bill
Bauleke lead the Charge of the
SAEs on the play.
The Sigma Chis continued to
fight back as again the SXs took
over on downs and marched to
score. After two runs by Daneri
the Sigma Chi tailback passed 30
yards to fleet halfback Lee Smart
and gmart continued down the
field for 20 more yards to score
the (Val points of the game.
Earl White and Jim Gault
played well in the SX line and
Ron Munday starred for the losers
on defense as he intercepted two
passes.
The line play of big Barney
Sabo gave the KAs their victory.
Sabo, playing his usual outstanding game. nabbed Jerry Weber in
the endzone to give the KAs
their margin of victory.
The KA offensive machine was
haulted by strong defensive play
of Ted Ruth, Bob Eider and backs
Don Hodgen and Tom Voight.
The KAs marched 30 yards, after a Jim Hushaw pass intercePtion of a Weber pass, to the KT
six inch line on fourth doliim,
and the KTs took over.
A tight defensive game was
highlighted by a punting battle
between Voight a n d NA Toby
Walker. The KTs failed to make a
first down, as the KAs made four.

(Continued from Page
of San Jose State in the first
game of the season.
Fresno State has scored 219
points in nine games. The Spartans hime pushed over 172 points
Ill eight games.
San Jose will pin victory
hopes on the third best aerial
g ame in the nation. San Jose

IT’S 1960

That’s right, the new PLYMOUTH k 1960 new. New

to inrrense WIWI

tu .
"Plater of the D’eek" n
of
feting’
Ti) pitwooes. lit. hat. 110 Hlritiding
tno last neek.

for I ’.!S completions.
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Soccermen End Season
Against Santa Clara U.
The San Jose State soccer team
will close out its most successful
season in history when it meets
the University of Santa Clara at
Spartan Field Saturday at 10 a.m.
The Golden Raider kickballers
have won two, lost two and tied
one In Northern California Interc011egiate Soccer League Play.
A victory over the Santa Clara
squad would boost the local team
into third place in the league.
The Broncos, on the other hand,
will remain in the league cellar,
win or lose.
Coach Julie Menendez will use
the same line-up that started
against the Cal Aggies last Sat-

By SAL ORLANDO

Within the next few weeks, the athletic future of San Jose State
will be determined. Will Spartan teams especially the football squad,
continue their slow but steady decline until we are back at the Humboldt State level, or will we turn about and take our place alongside
the great athletic powers of the nation?
We definitely cannot remain floating along in the same position
that we have tried to maintain. Unless San Jose State awakens from
Its sleep And realizes what must be done to field representative athletic teams and reap the benefits thereof. our big rival will be San
Francisco State, and we will be meeting such big time gate attractions
as Chico State, the University of Nevada and Sacramento State. We
will have been bypassed by old time foes like College of the Pacific,
Fresno State and even San Diego State.
If Man Jose State is to start hack on the road to some semblance

early in the season.

Splashers Suffer
7-3 Loss to Bears
In Polo Tourney
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Daily Fall Follies

on scholarship. We have 47 on full or partial scholarship. If that Is
not had enough. the difference in the definition of the word scholar- Game
Orlando
Ihishan
Becker
ship at the two schools is the clincher.
(:’k3-24-4)
(43-31-41
(41-32-41
means
that
the
athletic
departAt San Jose State. a scholarship
Fresno
Fresno
Fresno
ment will get the athlete a job on campus for $2 per hour and he can- SJS-Fresno
Cal
Stan
Stan
not work more than 50 hours a month I’m a total of $100 per month. Stan-Cal
USC-UCLA
UCLA
USC
USC
The term the college uses for the system is workaid.
Ariz
Ariz
COP
Compare that definition of the word with the other school. There COP-Ariz.St.
Pitt
Pitt
Penn St.
an athlete can get room. board, books. tuition. laundry and $15 a Penn S-Pitt
Baylor
Baylor
month spending money. Those services add up to more than the $100 SMU-Baylor Baylor
Ore-Ore St. Ore. St. Ore. St.
Ore. St.
a month our athletes receive.
Wash
Wash
The tip-off as to the direction of our future athletic policy will Wash-W. St. Wash
NC St.
conic within the month when the new football coach is named by the NC St.-Md. Maryland NC St.
Ind.-Purdue
Purdue
Indiana
Purdue
administration.
Several names are under consideration and the selection of any J
one of the three biggest names will mean that 5.15 vittl attempt a
comeback. Two of the men on the list are assistants at major universities while the third is head coach at A leading college.
San Jose State’s alumni has been pictured as a loosely organized ,
group of "teachers" but these "teachers" arc becoming disgusted with
the state of affairs in Spartan athletics.
The current football season will% the clincher. The rumbling
being heard is that either S.IS take its place alongside the PCC
schools, or stop sending Spartan teams against the superior manGrinder Sandwiches our
power of the "blg time" institutions.
This move by the alums strikes us as the real major turning point
in the school’s history because. for the first time, our grads have taken
Choice of Italian cold cuts, hot
real interest in the undergrad activities.
or meat bolls
It is now up to the administration. Do we make-our move to pull
Full foot long loaf of bread
alongside of schools with like enrollment. or do we become the "City
College of New York of the West Coast?"
With all the trimmings

AL RATE
.rt StuSPECI
W.d.,
dios. Body Thur
Cards with

r)L.711

The big punch for the Freon*
hunch will be another four year
ball player. Dean Philpott, already under dose surveillance
by several pro teams, is the
top ground gainer for the Bulldogs,

defeated the Spartan
water poloists, 7-3, yesterday, but
Big Dean has gained 756 yards
only after a nip and tuck first in 112 bull-like rushes f or a
half which saw the men from San whopping 6.7 average per carry.
Jose twice take the lead.
Philpott sat out last season’s FCSBy virtue of the win. the Bears SJS contest.
move into the finals of the PAA , For San Jose State it will be
tourney being played in Oakland. the same lineup as started the
SJS will meet either COP or Ath- winning effort against Cal Poly.
ens A.C. today for the third spot. Bob Dunivant, who scored two
Employing a zone defense, the times and got off a 62 yard punt.
Spartans did a good job stopping and Jim Moore will start at ends.
the Bear offense which had scored
Jim Hughes and Tom Ryan
14 goals against SJS in each of will he at tackle. Ryan, a Fresno
their two previous meetings. Rog- boy, would like nothing better
er McCandless turned in a fine than to beat his hometown
defensive performance for the team.
I ocal s. Leading 3-2 midway
The guards will he Stan Keith
through the first half, the Spar- and George Flarrera. Keith turntans were unable to come up with ed in a top game as middle guard
another score while the Bears against Cal Poly.
managed five before the final
Jim Craig will play center. The
whistle.
ex-Valley JC pivotman also looked
good last week.
Bob Reinhart, San Jose State
At quarterback will
big
quarterback. absorbed valuable Rob Reinhart. Still troubled
experience in 1954 and 1955 play- by an injured right ankle, the
ing at Fort Ord with Rudy Bukich nations second leading passer
California

CHATTERTON’S c37Y147

The Fresno State team will I..

handicapped by the loss of
j key backfield men. Four year
veteran John Stienborn. the Bulldogs top passer, is expected to
sit out the game with a leg inurday except at goalie. Lou Sto- jury. Bob Garner will be out with
well will replace Jim Wallace In an injured arm.
the nets.
Steinborn passed for the deTop scorers for San Jose have j ciding score in last year’s game.
been George
Mickey Mousei FSC will not be hurting for passSanders, Max Voshall and Dan! ers if Steinborn does miss irii
Estrada. Defensive hopes will rest game. however. Three other quin on the shoulders of Tony Critelli. terbacks completed seven of 12
throws for almost 200 yards snit
two touchdowns last week.

of athletic power, its attitude totvard prospective athletes 1Ii have
to be changed. It in impossible for a college or university to maintain a position among the intercollegiate powers without offering
athletes some kind of inducement. The situation at San Jose is so and Jimmy Powers.
had that athletes cannot cad in the school cafeteria and have the
amount deducted from their work aid fund as Is done on the campus of one of our prime rivals.
One of the schools on the SJS schedule next year has 90 athletes

Speciality
sausage,

Space available for your perty, whether its 20 or 200.
Drive out El Camino, ius’ post Santa Clara City.
Take Out Orders
Phone AX 6-1052
or go to 3044 El Camino, Santa Clara
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TA
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f r om bumper to bumper,
Walt Ackemann. a top defenfrom fop to bottom, inside and
sive man and good reeit.,.1 will
start at right halfback. The Buroi..’. Come in today and let
Ibigsune redhead helped stool the
Jack Scheberies show you
Cal Poly passing game with seƒeral brilliant defensive plays.
around.
State passers hat e thrown 237
Jim Riley will get the call ‘ at
times
HEALY MOTOR CO.
left half and either Pat Hirass,
1628 yerds and 14 touchdowns. "Boomer" Cobbs or Al Chapm3.1
477 S. Market
On the other hand. the visiting Will start at fullback.
Bulldogs will let its hopes for a
COUGAR ON PROWL
Chuck Morrell, Washington State halfsecond straight victory over SJS
bark, returns a punt for 10 yards against the Unitersity of Cantorride on its pass defense.
nia.last Saturday afternoon at Berkeley. WS(’ won the Pacific Coast
Conference game, 14-13. Gale Strait (22) is on the ground.
Coach Clark Van Galder’s boys
have one of the best pass defer
FOR
records in the nation. In last
week’s 50-7 rout of San Diego
State, the bulldogs allowed Aztec
passers only 3 completions In 22
attempts. Three aerials were
Cony Report on Spartan Athletics
Intercepted.
By
of contrast, San Jose
Wednesday, November 21, 1956
SPARTAN DAILY Page 5 ?alliedway
to tie San Diego State
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I V isitino- Firms To Offer
Recordings About

150 Social Studies
Educators Confer
Jobs
On SJS Campus

Senior students who are unable pertinent offering deseribing the
Iii arrange intervitoss with com- duties of a foreign service official

panies visiting the campus now which required government perare able to consider the organiza- mission before release.
tion’s benefits via tape recordThe Pan-Anierkan Aviation
ings. Some 30 recordings are
tape also was termed "snort inavailable at the Arts Reading
teresting" by Dr. Ckassenta.
Room, locafed upstairs in the Library Building.
Primary purpose of the recordThe tapes may be checked ings, which are of five to ten minout in athauwe of the VIM-MM.% utes’ duration, is to allow the emSparta visit or after interviews pluyer to supply general backhave ki-en conducted. aecurding ground information regarding his
to Dr. E.. W. elements, place- eompany before coming on cam-

OVERCOME BY EMOTION as they arrive in liampehire, England, this Hungarian family kisses English soil at Blackbush Airport. They flew from Vienna.
(international)

Sparta Camp Chairman
Seeks Group

Delegates

Esod Fisher. Sparta Camp publicity chairman, urged all campus
organizations to send their top leaders to this year’s camp a+ Asilomar, to be held March 9 and 10, 1957.
-In past years," Fisher said, "many campus organizations have
sent one or more members to Sparta Camp. ’
Interviews for counselors at Sparta Camp will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 28 and 29. Signops for the interviews will
be held until Tuesday,
Appeintments for intenieyii, and
application blanks
Spartacamp may
Student

for the 1957

be filed in thi.

Union.

"Persons w h o have attended
Sparta Camp in the past four
years have gained a great deal of
knowledge as to the methods of
handling meetings a n d leading
people.- Fisher said. Sparta Camp
1957 will place "a good deal of
emphasis" on problems confronted
by today’s campus leader. Problems in administration and delegation especially will be discussed.

LOS ANGELES (UP)

Nar lb. Cc Audifo-...-

FREE GAS
5‘ off
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You Save 2000

20.

,

and by 5, 10 or 15 gal.
sas of gas tet regular vices end
get
2 or 3 gallons bsolutely
FREE for each S pu,chased
I
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OFF ON ALL OILS

20% STATION

kappa Phi Group
Pledges 31 Coeds
Omega chapter of Kappa Phi,

Student Demos
Plan Election
Of New Heads

The Student Democrats of Santa Clara County will meet tonight
at 8 o’clock at 20 E. Santa Clara
St.. former Democratic headquarters, for the election of officers.
The group’s primary purpose is
to promote the interests of the
Democratic party among the students of SJS, but Chairman Bob
Rick stated that the ’group plans

to expand its social activities

Ii

that the canipaign has ended.
The group has members from
SJS, San Jose Junior College,
Stanford, and the University of
Santa Clara.

Chaffey Dean
Will Interview

snots to brokers designated by
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight’s administration.

GET READY

CALLING AT WHITE HOUSE, Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce
submits resignation to President Eisenhower as amhassador to Italy because ol ill health. flotrenationni Sound photo,

Resignation of Clare B. Luce
Received in Italy With Sadness
ROME (UP - - Italy received
news of the resignation of U.S.
ambassador Clare Boothe Luce
with sadness yesterday.
Premier Antonio Segni, who co! operated closely with the blonde
ambassador to strengthen ItaloAmerican friendship. was among
the first to express regret. He sent
a message to Washington last
night praising her "enthusiastic
: and successful" work in 3tv years
as America’s first woman envoy
to a major capital.

Middle-road newspapers joined in praising Mrs. Luce’s work
In Italy.
The newspaper Moment() Sera

the world’s diplomatic history of
how a woman can carry out highly
responsible diplomatic tasks."
To most moderates, her resignation meant the departure of
S woman 5% ho had helped Italy
get American aid, win hack disputed Trieste and regain an important place in the family of
free nations.

To the Communists, it meant
all the ready-made attacks and
jokes about woman diplomats had
to be tossed out and some new
propaganda line found against
whoex er may he her successor.

Serves Fine Food
Seven Days a Week

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

1610 E. SANTA CLARA
Eetween 33rd & 34th

GET SET

LADIES
YOUR NIGHT
IS COMING SOON

?Au it
..
MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See and Buy What You Like
Complete Dinners
Just
1.00 to 1.50

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

175 SOUTH FIRST

All former Chaffey College students now enrolled at SJS, will
have the opportunity to talk with
the Southland school’s Dean of
Guidance here Tuesday.

’.!ethrxiist women’s organization.
eently held the Degree of the
Pine pledging ceremony in Vivian said Mrs. Luce ’’at first paid the
Chapel of the First Methodist price of her lack of experience,
ourch.
and in some speeches appeared
The pledge class of 31 coeds in- politically uticautious and hardly
,des Gavae Allison. Elaine Ana- clever." But. the newspaper added,
, ;silt
Lyn Raeford,
Barbara "without too much fuss she work;e. Janet Bogue, Carol Buck, ed deeply. and the American peo.innie Bulkley, Patricia Cath- ple’s help to Italy was to a large
cart, Alicia Collins. Linda Edgar, extent due to her influence and
Ntary Friedman. Jane Fritz.
initiative."
Dorothy Gambriell, Ba r bar a
Rome ’s moderate right wing
Holbrook, Doris Hunnell, Shirley newspaper Il Tempo said: "Clare
Hutchison. !Shirley Janssens. Carol Boothe Luce. in whose personality
Kidwell. Elizabeth Kimura. Janice protocol was never separate from
Peters, Janice Polglase, Shirley her personal characteristics of
.-’,:iunders, Patty Slayton, Loretta sweetness and amiability, repreStine. Joy Swearengin, Marilyn sents an authoritative example in
Terada. Lin Tug by. Frances
tatiington. and Carol Young.

We Specialize
In Homemade
Desserts

ACROSS FROM KRESS

Your clothes just
naturally look better
when they’re laundered
at . . .

Purpose of the talks is to al,:
future curriculum planning 1.1
Chaffey students who will attend
San Jose State.

TROY LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING

The counselor, Miss Pearl E.
Clark. will conduct interviews all
day Tuesday in Room 118, according to Mrs. Florence Myers,
secretary to the Dean of Students.

722.726 Almadon Ave.

and

Cr 3114611

Stanford Science
ODCfl House Soon
The School of Mineral Sciences
has extended an invitation to SJS faculty and students to attend an
open house on Friday, Nov. 30
from 1 to 10 p.m. The full facilities of the school will be open for
inspection and special exhibits,
movies. and lectures are being arranged f,r the event.

it Stanford University

KXRX Manager
Speaks to Seniors

International Students Organization will hold a cabinet meeting
today at 4:30 o’clock in the Green

Ft0111 of the Speech and Drama
FOR RENT
Building.
Two large roosts’s. 4 beds. Private
Newman Club will hold an inentrance and bath. Reasonable
formal get-together tonight at
c‘f 2-7002.
8:15 o’clock in Newman Hall. ForApartment for rent. Inquire at eign students are invited.
St
Sociology (lub will meet MonTrailer for one man. ---s$
:it 7 15 pm. at 81 N. 6th St.
month Call cY 3-ti797.
siiartan (’hi will meet Monday
7 30 p.m. in Room 11.
3% %siTt:Iii
Sparvets will meet tonight at
4 or 3-pleee non-union hand 14 r,
clock at 61 N. 6th St.
Dec 14. 9-1 pm. Y 5-6207.
mtudent Christian Connell will
Girl wanted. Board, private ern discuss the role of the Christian
and transportation in exchange student in a series of discussion
for housework. CL 8-5593.
Lirotips, beginning at 11.30 a.m.
Wednesday, Nov. N. Two others
FOR SALE
he held Thursday. Nov. 29
Ford cowc. R. 11. W.W.,
Discussions will he held at the
Must sell this week. $945. 459 N
St udent Y.
14th St (7Y 2-1002 after 6 p.m.
!student Democrat^ will elect

-Is TV Killing Radio" is the
subject to be discussed by Gordon
Graham, manager of radio station
EARN, to members of the Senior.
Seminar of the Journalism and
Advertising Department.
The seminar will be held Wednesday. Nov. 21 at 12:30 pm. in
Room 119. All interested. students
are invited.

’Clara St.

COLLEGE JOURNALIST
headlines Jockey brand underwear news
"1 never feel beat on my beat," writes Scoop

_
L.A. Reps iisit

Representatives from elementary. and secondary Ims Angeles
City Schools will he on campus
Monday. Those interested
in
teaching in that area may sign
up for interviews at the Placement Office. Room 100.

Nat
I Security Agency
Applications Due Nov. 24 /

Applications to work for the
Security Agency in
Washington D.C. must be in
’47 Chevy, two dr. Berlin. eonofficers for the coming year to- ’ Princeton. N.J. by Nov. 24. accord.
tact Louise (louse. Phone C Y2- mot at 8 ,,.cluek at 29 E. s,
ing to Dr. Harrison Heath, testin-

2869.

ents stated, but other, file the
recordings for oemi-perfnaneqt
campus use.
Among the tapes currently on
file are some very interesting and
unusual ones, according to Dr.
Clements, including one state de-

000 a year in insurance commis-

Alth & William Sts.

Massifierli;

Some employers send in tapes
for temporary use just prior to
their SJS interviews. Dr. Clem-

semblyman NVilliam A. Munnell
.I.).-Los Angeles’ said today he
will appoint a special investigating committee to look into the
state’s practice of doling out $50.

CAR WASH

A+,rosphe.c Mee Coid
395 Almaden Ave. CV 7-9908

pamphlet.

As-

Camp will sign up during the third . "The entire subject shouid have
a very thorough and complete inweek in January. Fisher said.
vestigation."
Beaver’s Insurance Agency was
one of the 28 broke’s in the state
which received commissions from
Approved Mind-Man Service
companies which wrote insurance
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH CO.
for the state in 1956. He current77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
ly is chairman of a sub-committee
Open DailySunday AM
studying public insurance.

HOUSE of PIZZA

Elementary
and seeondary
teaching 4.antlidat., %silo have
not picked op placement forms
to establish a placement file
should do %C. i.. **4)011 as pOlialble,
accord:ng to the business, technical. and professional section
of the Placement SerViCe. The
form. a re a .11 Wile at Room
I00.

The State Department of Education is sponsoring similar c .
ferences in other parts of the
state.
Representing the State Department of Education at the conference were Dr. Jay D. Cowie.
Meld office counselor. .
pus. More time can be devoted to chief of the Division of Instio,
Aailable
with recordings are specific problems at the time of tion; and Dr. Lloyd Bevins, convarious brochures and other ma- the actual interƒ iews, Dr. Clem- sultant in Elementary Education
terials provided by interviewers ents revealed.
which will aid seniors in selecting
suitable positions, Dr. Clements
said. Each recording is accompanied by at least one explanatory

850 000 a Year
Brokers’ Pay
Under Attack

-I certainly think this Is a sub .
Sparta Camp will have a twoject to be investigated promptly,
purpose:
11
helping
today’s
fold
Munnell told United Press. "I
leaders; 21 informing their suc- intend to appoint a sub-committee
cessors.
of the assembly interim committee on finance and insurance to
Approximately 25 students will
look into the matter.
ne selected by the committee to
And I shall select men who
serve as counselors. after their
interviews and application blanks have no connection in any way
have been reviewed. Other [wt.- with the insurance business:, he
sons planning to attend Sparta added.

Open at 1 P.M.
Dine by candleliglvt a+ +1-1,

Placement Forms

Fifty educators from San Mati.o. Santa Clara, Aluintsla, man
Bonito, Monterey, and Santa Cm,
Counties attended a conference on
a revision of the State social stud- I
lea curriculum yesterday at SJS. 11.m

National

officer

Mergenthaler, ace reporter. "That’s because I insist on
the casual comfort of Jockey briefs. Believe me, Jockey
will put the 30 at the end ofyour underwear sob story!".
It’s no news (and that’s good news) to most men
that wearing Jockey Underwear means casual, at-ease
appearance! Better drop into your dealer’s soon...buy
a supply of Jockey briefs and T-shirts, and feel as good
as you look.

Of course. ’Most everyone does
often. 11(1. &j5 a few moments over
ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
US sparkling with natural goodness,
pure and wholesome-end
naturally friendly to your figure.
Feel like having a Coke?
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